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Ramadan Activity: Instructions for the Giant Fanoos (Lantern) 

(from www.tuta-tuta.com) 

Items needed: 
(1) to do a small sample: construction/craft paper - like birthday cards. you can also 

just use regular paper. Construction paper like this link: https://
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00008XPH8/ref=oh_aui_search_asin_title?
ie=UTF8&psc=1


(2) Cardboard (big ones) - for example our Fanoos hight is about 1 meter

(3) Super glue OR hot glue gun

(4) Regular box Cutter (the one in the link below is great and kind of easy), but get a 

regular cutter too. 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B008RIS0UY/ref=oh_aui_search_asin_title?
ie=UTF8&psc=1

(5) Gold Sprey Paint

(6) OPTIONAL: Tracing paper (to do the colored windows/openings), something like 

this: https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00B7O0PMG/
ref=oh_aui_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1


(1) Step (1) : A Sample: See the template in this document 
- I suggest to first try making a smaller fanoos with a regular size easy-to-handle craft 

paper or regular paper. It would be easier to practice on it before getting to the 
cardboard boxes which are a bit harder to manage. Use 4 regular size papers to do 
the four fanoos sides. 


- In the “fanoos template” on the next page, you will need to cut out 4 of that shhape, 
do not forget the protruded pieces (a) and (b) - which are needed to glue the sides 
and the base together when you connect all 4.


- For later, the dotted lines in the template are where you will have to bend/fold the 
Fanoos to create the 3-D shape.


- Once you did a trail you are ready to try the GIANT one


(2) Sept (2)  - Cut the big cardboard to the 4 sides of the Fanoos 
- You will have to get big cardboard boxes. The bigger it is, the bigger is your 

Fanoos. We used a TV box. It should as strong as the amazon package boxes. You 
will need to create the 4 equal sides of the Fanoos, and remember that the 4 sides 
of (A)s will be glued together and bend at (a) and (b).


- The inflated bigger size of the template is something you will have to figure out and 
make depending on your cardboard. 


- Draw everything with pencil before you cut it out. I found it easier to do one side 
and cut it out; and then trace that cut-out piece on the other cardboards to make 
the 3 other duplicates.
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(3) Step (3)  - Stick all 4 faces. 
- Draw/replicate the dotted lines from the template onto your bigger cardboard 

version. Try bend all of them along the dotted lines. You can use the cutter to make 
dotted holes which will help you bend the cardboard.


- At the base dottend line (b) , you will bend inwards (so into the inside of the fanoos) 
- it makes the base stable


- Use a strong glue (super-glue OR hot glue). Stick the 4 sides together. Do this 
through the extra bit of (a) that is attached to each (A) piece. The different (a) parts 
do not stick to each-other, but each (a), on one face, sticks to the side of the other 
face (A); the side that does not have the (a). It goes circular.


- I did not put a floor in our Fanoos, but you can plug that in if you want. Just cut out 
a square and fit it in the bottom. It should easily hold from the support of the folding 
of the bottom edges (b).  See marking on the photo of the fanoos below


(4) Step (4) : Cut Islamic shapes, and one or two doors 
- You can use a regular cutter or the one i mention above. Just draw 8 point stars 

(you can find those shapes on the internet) , or any shapes you want with a pencil, 
and then cut them out. Do not do a lot of cut out shapes as it makes the Fanoos 
walls weaker.


- For the door, i just cut out 3 sides of the door. DO the DOOR before the shapes.


(5) Step (5): Decorate (Optional: Spray Paint, stamps, Colored paper, A Light) 
- We sprayed the whole thing with golden paint spray and let it dry for a day.

- We stuck colored paper from the inside on the cutout shapes. Just regular tracing 

paper and i made the kids paint it, and then i stuck it. (It was a bit messy).  You can 
also just skip that… it is pretty without the paper too (see photo without below).


- I also got a light and hung it inside the Fanoos (from the hole on the top). The kids 
know when the lights are on, it means “someone” sent something in the Fanoos ;)


ITS REALLY FUN,  AND WHEN THEIR FRIENDS VISIT THEY ARE JEALOUS THEY 
DONT HAVE A FANOOS. 

NOTE: shoot me an email if you get stuck: info@tuta-tuta.com  , or through Tuta-
Tuta facebook messanger. 
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